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ECLECTIC CANADIAN ARTIST MAPPE OF RETURNS ON NOVEMBER 1st
WITH THE CONCEPTUAL TOUR DE FORCE THE ISLE OF AILYNN
ETHEREAL NEW TRACK “AILYNN” RELEASED LISTEN HERE
“The spells cast here reward repeat listening - this is grow-on-you music…this
promising young artist surely has more intriguing explorations up his sleeve.”
– Associated Press
Nashville, TN – Eclectic, experimental Canadian artist Mappe Of returns on November
1st with the conceptual oeuvre The Isle Of Ailynn, on Paper Bag Records. The ambitious
work comes from the mind of Tom Meikle, who performs under the Mappe Of moniker.
The Isle Of Ailynn takes place in a fictional world among several environments that serve
as settings for the stories and the characters that inhabit them. This captivating
sophomore release is a fully immersive piece of work that takes the listener on a journey
when experienced from beginning to end. The sweeping melodies and lush arrangements
that comprise the newly released track “Ailynn” offer a glimpse into this next chapter for
Mappe Of with The Isle Of Ailynn.
Meikle, a gifted multi-instrumentalist and composer, was compelled to create outside the
realm of the modern world and modern societal subject matters such as love, loss,
tragedy, politics and current events. His inspiration was imagination and the freedom it
offered that allowed him to, as he puts it, “…exaggerate and extrapolate the questions I’d
been asking myself about the world over the past couple of years.” Meikle opens up about
The Isle Of Ailynn in this essay about his motivation, vision and trepidation while creating
this tour de force. READ HERE.
While The Isle Of Ailynn may take place in a fantasy world, the nine tracks feature
narratives that draw parallels to everyday conflicts, concerns and struggles people deal
with. The songs all possess a sense of unity through sonic identity and structure drawing
from classical, electronic, progressive and rock influences. Lyrically, they all connect to a
common theme which is the humanity that ties us all together.
The Isle Of Ailynn further expands on the experimentation and sonic exploration of Mappe
Of’s 2017 acclaimed debut A Northern Star, A Perfect Stone. The ethereal avant-folk,
hauntingly beautiful melodies and electronic soundscapes marked the arrival of an artist
who does not adhere to musical boundaries. A Northern Star, A Perfect Stone was wellreceived by the press, that included NPR Music, Stereogum, Consequence of Sound,
Paste, Associated Press, The CBC and more. (SEE HIGHLIGHTS).

“Beautiful, finger-picked acoustic guitar and angelic vocals blend into an ethereal,
transfixing trip.” – NPR Music
"...calls to mind the elegiac, near-heartbreak delicacy of acts like Bon Iver, Iron & Wine,
and the now-defunct Australian outfit The Middle East." – Consequence of Sound
“This is special.” – CBC
For press information about Mappe Of, please contact Jim Flammia
jim@alleyesmedia.com or Brenna Sexton brenna@alleyesmedia.com
at All Eyes Media (615) 227-2770

